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Heasurenzents_ df the velocity of ultrasonic pulsies-/

in water .are presented for pre~ssures up to about 10,000

kg c----- and for temperatures tip to. 809C. Ccefficients-

obtained from least-squares polynomial fittings of the

data are also given, together with an analysis -of the

reljiability and repreducibi-ity Of the experimental xesults.
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Ul tL 5rasincVlc Measureabhs .i Water-

at Pressutes to lo:.030 jk 2*

I.. Intrcductio. The theozy- cf liquid stc-.- -is Pno~ a

liviely research fi-eld. ahd the ezsrienta." stizaly o00 tiie

ultrasonic-prepsSation, in liquids is one of -its mst

prowdsing tqols. During Ome pasz decade a large ntzer

of ilveti~atl~3 hve retemted ewde.-.e of rtfi.

progress in the 11echnrical ar~d theoretical =-- fImeesIrt *.LE

the study of thew ' ieacity and attenuation sf lz-i; I-r-
their data have increasin~gly ele to test madels. ef the

liud state,. 'at e~amiple, tho~e invo.vin- =,leciuiar -relax-

ation. mtchanisms. Tor in th-e fortunate wor.;3 of T, A. Litovitz.

'Mic sc.ienitist who neasures the absorption and velocitv of-

soinic vaves and attqmpts to- relaite these data to the striicture

oPf Matter is iealy an acoustic spectoscopisJ.

TA. Litovitz, J.A-.S.A. 30, 383 (-1958).

Ts ,publication is largely based on an invited ppre o

sernted befdr6 the Acoustical 6oi Ayo 1 June 1966(JASA

39, '1224, 61T

A.



!t a few laboratories the experients have been

exzended to enccpass pressures hi~her than at2spheric,

adding this dimension to the zore usual v riables such

as ce periture end frequency; in soce case there is an I

easLv ebservd change of relaxaticn frequeenc wita pressure

ir. .he tens of mgacycie-s per second per thousand atzospheres -r

of pressure- it other cases, increasing pressure changes

tae attenuAticn sufficiently to :--ke it possible to test

crtain ncdels of the liquid state that were based on data

2
for atten-.ation at atmosapheric pressure. As to velocity - ,- -

E.I., by Litovitz and Carnevale [J.A.S.A. 3, 134 (1958)1

oho have been able to relate the relaxational frequercy

ansd t~he type of liquids-.

measurements at different pressures, they have been used'

for improving the accuracy of P-V-T data and the derivat-.an

oi thermoadynazic coefficients for determining the. nonlinearity

cefficient 3B/A , for dealing with structure problems through I

:b2Irvatidns of dispersion or of changes of the temperature

t-ei icient of sound -velocity, etc. in this way, the

" - H- fagelberg, G. Holton and S'. Kao, J.A.S.A., 41, 564-567

! /

ex-. _, -*ntal results become of interest for work on the

4.theory .-f the liquid state. As H. tyring has said, 'There-

i
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4
In T. J. ffughel,-edit.. Liquids,.Structure. Properties. Solid

Interactionsr Elsevier Publishirig Ccz.-any, 31965, j). 141-.

are two quite different a praches: t: a theory cft -1e liquid statSe

whc nfa%-art comnplement each, other. In the cieapaC

one proceeds as. far as possible strictiy ~3~~j~ly.amd

S:6t-e cOw%?IiatioraS cause this icgica! Prcedure to bog down~

one tesorts to so=A imore or less defe.-:sible asitc

in the other approach -cne struggles, to find a ;rhysical. model1

of the liquid state which is a2 faithful to reality as can be

deis-:d and, yet be solvable , Tor, both ap~prcaches thek necessary

hard data are often in short supply. Thi:s. is p&z t.4cularly- the

case for -masuregint results at extreme conditions such- as -thpse-

of bigo pressure, results that -any model of the liquid state

either must..p-ass -as a test, or m~ust bid on when the p-trametizis

are chosen in the tirat place-

5 Divies and L~amb (proc.Phys.Soc. 73, 767 [19591), for exampple,

attempt to develop a two-state theory for-triethylasIne, but,

having Available only -data it a single temprlature for apressure

kin -of limited range, they -cbncluide that the Lack -of -dIata 'makes

iimpassible to test the theory"_ Rapeatedly they ws.ress thke

need-for further experimental work ~at high pressures, and

they end their-paper with the renark, 1 t seems important

tU) us that the questions raised here should be settledi1

anid in pArtiicular that furt?heir experime't~a. work- should be

c:Lad at a systematic study-under conditions
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of variable pressure and temp~erature.*

Nevertheles, disspit* th~e usefulness of. velocity ahd

Iattenuation data ir. liquids under -pressu're, only relative-ly

few researcheirs-have systematically exploited this flield

since 1936 wben Ricquard myesured aztenuazion in toluene

ver-y roughly to 1,000 atmcspheres. In the, whole World

literat-ure, only about two dozen authors nave~ published -

resulto on the velocity of ultr sonic waves at high pressure

in any liquid, and fewer still on attenuation. M'oreover,

the pressures used so fa-, w~ith very few, excep~tions, have

-beer. in the rige to 2-,000 atrnosphereji or Less, wheie the

expermenta difirlie li~eraht in high-pressure work

-tend to become ekxcessivaly noticeable, c'vingto the6 fact:

that, for example, the available sale knace becomes-quite

small in high-pressure vessels.

2. -Aparatus. Our .,ethod for ultrasonic velocity- measurement

in an extension of the pulse-echo-method originlally adapted:

by the authcr in P.W. bridgman' a labdratory for measuremenitsj

on. liquids to about 6,000,kg/cm2 . Thisi papier suriarizes imore

6,.
GHolton, *Ultrasonic Propagation in Liquids under High

PI-essures", Techaical Meibandum No. .3,,, 01R Report ?NR-0l4-9O3,

Acousticy Research Laboratofy, Harvard University,- (1948);

also J-.Appi.rPhys. 22, 140,7 (1,951) .

recently developed methods', a,,id new data, largely made p6Bsible

by equipment that has become available since that pe riod. '3



A block diagram-of the apparatus is shown in Fig. I.

The pulsed oscillator (Arernberg Labcratories T"Ve PG-650-C)

At- the sweep delay generator -of the oscilloscope (Tekronix .;

565A) are si uwltaneoustiy triggered by a pulse from the ti.e-

mark generator (tektronix Tvjpe 181). The oscilloscope has

a dual channel plug-in -anit nzrated on the altern.:te mode.

The echoes -produced by each pu:c cn beina reflected Zack

and forth in chamber contai-ning the liquid sample under test

are displayed. on one channel, a timing comib from the time-

mark generator on the other-. Tre two channels are synchronized

and hence the intervzal between echoes can be interpolated

between time marks to a precision of 0.Iv sec. The wideband

amplifier an! attenuator are also che Arenber9 Laboratories

units (WA-60- E.and Arenberg Laboratories Attenuator)..

The pressure system consists of the steel container

with an internal chamber about 8 inches long by 0.5 inch

diameter. It is within this small space that the experimental

sample, transducer, mirror, Containing cartridge, sylphone,

etc. must be located. A -schematic diagram of one of the

various cartridges in use is shown in Fig. 2.

The pressure is generated in a two-stage system, a priming

22
pump for the first 2500 'kg/cm , and a hydraulic ram to about

10,000 kg/cm:2  The pressure i'n the chamber is measured

with a manganin gauge which: is in one arm of a Carey-

Foster bridge. The gauge is calibrated against the known

2 7
freezing ,pressure of imercury at 00C, namely 7718.5 kg/cm



Fiaue 1.Schematid JPizgrarn of: Conponents

for !'easuring Sound Velocity zind Absorpition.

.1
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(caption)., igr2. CartA-idqe Assmn3y

A ylphoa e oS fijts or. top and' transmits the ambient I
pressiire to -the iqlqid sap- in~ -#d cartridge.*
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7 R. S. ra on anid a. G. P_ Grezc.. Orztash J. mppl. PhYsics

Me. j..recisi= of a aDwess-ire Re~sUrCcert ±. 3 qc

7he Velocity Me".Ureemnts are typica'l :y made-at a

:zc--ency ci about- 15 lEE Usir.rj an K-cut quzartz -crystal

driwa -at its fundamental freqpmency. In the cartridge

design ssn-.a1n ;., Fi~q. 2, the cryrstai is held against the

sta~dess steel spacer by a strong spring; tht- latter fits -'

Z&aAt - ,Ie nri.opreaue backing of the stAinless-steel. electrode

-xCk 7:f tile CrYS:L.

A ~ Cr ri ei sreel spacers canm be interposed

it--:,en cx-ystal and rarrar, r~z.;izsg in length to 4..2 cra.

-!iS __en -tth IS i:-i--ed b~y the space iraillabaie in the pressre~

-lasr Te ends _^f ttAe z-jicers are ground flat ar.." parallel

tc. ' :.. --he staimlCss steel mirror is he-

a-linst te end zjposite tie 7ransciucer by a strcnqg spring

4z.fd irezairai. ri-Iq 7rhe back of the mirror is beveled to

rujue interference izv solmnd reflected from the back of the

mirror. The cartridge is cosed off from the Pressulr trans-

iti ng liquid~ -- t th~e shoulder in the cartridge by a bellows

a : the~ end. This belv-s transmits, the pressure from

the -pressure; char~ber to the test liquid.

The 'c1.xiping of the cnystal is criticaal; the stiffness

of the spring and the thickness off the neoprene backing

iar.cea~v 4xffect the echo pattern. Since neoprene is attacked



by many of the liquids that have beer,, investigated -with

3. -Masurement.Procedure. In a typical-rum~, the-cartricge

iis filled wit-, do'ule ditilled %fater at rcom temperztre

ar. i atmospheric- pressure-. TPhe -liquid .P-zd not :bel degassed

ince all-available tork indicates aiy effect of dizssolved

gas on the sound velocity to be irtuch below the accujrac:y of

our masurements. The cartridge is. then p acea in the

pressdre chamber,, and is allcwed tob remain 4t a pressure of

2
about 2000 kg/;= for some -tinme to season the assemnbly.

i.e.. to maked i t more. i-kely that- an~y mino. repositioniing

of components occur before the run is be.9un rather than-

aiiring A data-taking run.

In taking the data, the time-matk gene-rator iu used

to calibrate the- osdilloscope %directly. Since triggering

is a--compiished by a pulse frdom the same time-mark gen~eratori

whiich is displayed in one channel of the CR0, both the

sweep delay and the sweep itse-lf may be calibrated. The

initti rise of the first ~echo is positioned between two

tim~e ma~rks l0usec apart, and the time of-its initial rise

ioa': be determined to within 0.1 ljsec. This process is

-re~peate~d until, say, ten echo intervals have boen determined.

The total time for ten echoes being typically 3DO-50O0ssec for

the range of temperatures and pretsures uved and with the



longst pace, ad sice he Iastcoun isioI

the~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ prcso f1h'i,-n rz-ar A ete hn00

lonesspace and incjue o the ica conts, :The peCIS1O
th pecsin h tmig rod0r i-i better than 0.0 4

TfhCe aq-d sound vetcit ie is cacl Ie.fo the aveag t

per cent. The accuracy of the velocity determinations- is-

-not quite t4hat-,good; the aqreement between ve'locity valuos

so rbbtainedc-at I at phwith corresponiding publ-ished absolute

%. &Lueit obta-ired by very'e-labor~.e methods e. g. -at the

I'aticaal fl~reau of Standards and the Naval- Ordnan-ce Laborxtoiy[.

is fcqind to be approxcitnately 0. 1 per cent. I Also, 6our own

Xresuits, are rLept~dcib le to with"n 0.1 pe r cent.i Therefo)re

the relacti-Ve accuracy pf tlhe ifteasured sound velocity is

conlsirvatively taken to be 0. 2 pear re!n t in this report.

Co~nsequently, -somhe o~f the numerous sources of error in th3is

kind of work have been neglected,. since they appear to be

at least an order of magnitude smaller.

4, VWeloc-ity Data 'or Water. Our data on the ve'locity 'off

ultrasoni~c pulses in the 15 IMz range in -distilled vater.

to 6ie accuracy cited above,- are presented in Tables)!I and 11

aind in Figures 3 and 4. table I details Values for two typical

runs -at the same temperature. These runs were not made

*consecutively, but we-r,e separated 6y more than, a year; tChe

-fagreement is gratifying.



Table I. -

velocity Data. for 1Aafer it 50C -

I ~i -..

RmflA Run i 

- !e(k¢/cn Ve ocity (a/s) P(kg/cm2) Veloc,,.i- (m/s)

: 'i

1595 .1 - 260 1587.2

5;$ 1633.5 S2S .631.8

623 1679.5 753 1668.5 1

105S 1715 5 1046 17,15.4

1247 1746.5 151- 1787.2 f 1

1502 17-84. 2135 i879.6 -'

1995, 1657.2 2164 1882.5

2079 1869.2, 2642 1948.2

2938 198.8.4 3010 1997.4 I

2562- 1936.6 4036 2125.6 -

4139 2138.6 4051 2130.9

49429 - - 2232.4 4978 2235.7

6089 2354.8 5996 2344.9

7002 2447.3 7004 2445.5 j
8057- 2544.3 8033 2545.1

9006 2628.0

10019 2712.9

--

,'o

. .. . . . ii II I I II I I -I I I I [ -I I I I I I . .
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(caption) Figure .3.

Graph of results for velocities at= six temperatures.
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ELditor: Always print t1ho captions.

Figure 4. C-6mparison with two other published sets of

data: A. H-- Smuith and A.W. taws-on, and W. Wilson. K !

H
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In order to present the data for all temperatures and

pressures in a. more concise- tori , we used the IBM 7094 to,

fit all data for constyht temperatures to a fourth degree

polynomia in pressure, and determined the coefficients

using a least Aquares program. No weight factors axe used

in the least squares fit; therefore if the quantity being

fitted (velocity) varies greatly over the measured pressure-

range, the fit .will-impiicitly weight the high end more

heavily. Evidently in varying the parameters to determine

a" minimum for the suM of squares- of deviations Of ca.lculated

from observed values, the program can allow a larger percentage

deviation. at the low end, than at the high end in "producing

a gven variation in the Sum of squares. To avoid getting

such a weighting toward the high end, we have required the

velocity at atmospheric pressure ,and at each temperature to

be held constant to a previously measured, well-known published

absolute value. For water we chose M. Greenspan's and C.E.Tschiegg's 8

v alues;

8 M.Greenspan and- C.E.Tschiegg, J.A.S.A;, 3-, 75-76(1959). To
th level Of accuracy in our exoeriment, we could e-ualy well
have used the data of W. D. Wilson [J.A.S.A. 31,10,70,(1959).

,they give the-ve-locity -Tin r/sec) at 1 atm in terms

of the temperature 7 (in *C) as follows:

CG '= 1402.736 + 5.03358-T - 0.0579506 T2 + [3,.31636 x 10-4] T -

-1.45262 x 10 -6IT 4 + 3.0449 x 10 5

Our functional -form for velocity v -which was used in the

fit is-:

1 V = C + B(i)P* + B(2)P 2 + B(3)P 3 + B(4)P 4  ( 1)
G
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To keep within the 0.2% limit of accuracy, Eq. '(1) must of

course not be used beyond pressures for which reliable

measurements were available for the computation of the co-

efficients in Table II. Hence the highest pressures to ,be

2
used in Eq.{(i. -are 10,000 kg/cm for 50, 60, and 70QC, 8000 kg/

for 30 and 40"C, andi 6000 kg/cm2 for 01C. (Tlhe freeczing pressureF

for water is about 6,500 kg/ci2 at 0*c,

according to Bridgman.9)

9 p. W. Bridgman, Collected Experimeintal Papers, i, 559,

Harvard, University Press (1964).

Table. II lists the number of data points used in the fit, t

the average absolute percent deiation, the root mean square

deviation, the maximum percent deviation, &nd the values of

the coefficients in Eq. (1).

5. Tests for Reproducibility. We used the coefficients in

Table II to test the reproducibility of our measurements.

Since the maximum percent deviation between the polynomial

-fittings for any two runs can be .calculated to be under 0. 15

per cent over the usable pressure tange, we hae combined the-

two sets of data shown in Table II for 40, 50, 60, and 80C to

produce a single fitted curve for ,each 'temperature, and we

used the resulting coefficients to calculate round pressure

velocities. Table III displays the coefficients and r.m.s.

deviations associated with theae- 4th degree polynomial fits,

and Table IV gives the interpolated values for velocities at

round pressures. As is suggested, in part, by the lower r~m.s.
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deviations obtained for temperatures above 300 C in Tables I!

and III, we feel that the high temperature data- ate somewhat

more reliable.

Finally, for the purpose of convenieca when highest

acciracy is not neede&,. we used all 'f the data in table Ii

to obtain a -6th-degree-in-pressure and 4th-degree-in-temperature

polymomial fit. The coefficients and r.m.s. deviation are

given in Table V. The r.m.s. -deviation for this overall

fit it, of Course, higher than any of the constant temperature

fits given above. Nevertheless this set of pressureteperature

coefficients will produce velocities which have a maximum

deviation from our actual measurements of less than 0.50%.
Aimong, others9

6. Comvarison with-other data.AW. Wilson has made careful

9 That work bore out the data published byJ.A.S.A. 31, 1070 (1959). T.Litovitz and E.Carnevale, J.Appl.Phys.,26

816 (1955) .

measurements on distilled water in the pressure range from

one to 1000 atm. A comparison between our data and Wilson's

in his pressure range shows agreement to within 0.2%. The

curves in Fig. 4 indicate the consistency of his measurements

with ours, the- data points reported by Wilson being plotted

against the background of our own data as represented by solid

curves taken from Fig. 3. Some time ago, A. Smith and A. W.

Lawson reported careful measurements to &. 2% of ultrasonic

10 J.Chem.Phys. 22, 351 (1954).

velocity in water at pressures up to 9410 kg/cm2 for some

5-
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tempratures. For those, three tempatti-a; :c.. a *-

Is direitly possiblie, Figure 4 p ~~ts rp'Jlished -a!-a

against- the baekground'of sr~e- ~b t ' d. . rt,:ert wozi

The apparent sysLemaitia., .ces~ t-tnese

between our curvez and Sm~ith- ad Lawsor't. 1 ICT data

- .disappears at once when their dXita are rwac~i to the

corfrected pressure *cale--i.e... I xingr the 31liObat~) roi7t-

for- OC-marcury-at 1718.5 -k4/cm , rat .er tt a- t 7~' C c~cR 4

as- did altmost everyone -until recently. Tr -dif ferexce of

about 1V in the pressure- acales is enoug!-. ex~-p. tne

apparent discrepancy f oie v2 -t_vlly every jp_.- rt 'ditlhir the

c~aihed -rangeA -of precision c4-aimed in bct" experimen~ts.
a_:

Tib'le VI shows -to-re detaile2. ':sparlson, e, velocity corrections

at each point for Siath axud Lawsma -data,zjcie A.fr~tcl

the cotrnuted valu.es -of av!/C'P wh_,cf are ess - r ~2Y ixidepevert

of tetimperature In -thls small ran~e).%I

It thould be noted that our -c-rves i-o -:n 4 mcre ---:

A ss parallel., but if extrappoia-d to thN : eion beyond o~

experimevnt (anid, indeed beyoh'd th,! fzee;-re) w 7ul

tend to join or cross bey-ond 10, 00 kg/cre at tha:: press-re,

.-the -difference of velacitleg at 50'C an~d z: 40r is only a =;ew

rnete-xs. This finding is~ in aoc~ With E:th and Lawac-n'a

and so gives thisi part of ouw *xpe~rzm t -i added 3i if .a C

under the conditl.on.3 of a hijh-p : ssre rix- -i smell ,;_,tematic

change in the zeto- prezsure resistarice c-f t. :3 ninwi



Edito=: Present as cne horizoictai taoie, seconu -Iaf to fo1iw
after firstz G.I. -

- ao.Le V'L

Comparison of data

Snith and Lawson Author

PIc/cm2 ) Iv/3P Velocity Velocity Velocity(/S)
(uncorrected) (corrected)

1 0.17 1510 1510 1509.4

500 0.17 1593 1592.1 1592.3

1000 0.16 1676 1674.4 1673.1

2000 0.15 1833 1829.9 1826-.9

3000 0.14 1981 1976.7 1969.7

4000 0.13 2113 2107.6 2101.2

5000 0.12 2234 2227;8 222-1.6

6000 0.11 2341 2334.2 2332.2

T - 50"C

Snith and Lawson. Author
2P(kg/cm) Zv/3? Velocity Velocity Velocity (=/s)

(un crrected) (corrected-_

1 0.17 1543 1543 '1542.9

500, 0.17 1623 1622.1 1627.2

1000 0.16 1704 1702.4 1707.8

2000 0.15 1858 1854.9 1858.4

3000 0.14 2004 1999.7 1996.1

4000 0.13 2135 2129.6 2122.3

5000 0.12 2252. 2245.8 2238.6

6000 0.11 2356 2349.2 2346.2
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.pressure gauge at one temperaturo would quite easily cause

the curves to appear to cross earlier. But the temperature

Smith and Lawson's work had the specific aim of repeating

and extending our -own early -velocity measurements (Ref. 6 )
with -more refined techniques. They found the numerical

discrepancies to be within the claimed precision f0z both

experiments in the range below, 3,000 :ati; above that, the

differences were larger, but still, as Smith and Lawson put

it, "miniscule from an experimental point of view," (Ref. 10,

p.358), so-small that 'any slight systematic error could

easily account for. the- difference. A priori, it would be

difficult to say .... if the difference did not arise from

comparable errors in both experiments" (Ref. 10, p.355). ,

However it is of course not possible to use the presumed

first crossing of the velocity curves itself to -predict

"the behavior of the maximum -in the velocity of sound as a

function of temperature as the pressure is increased*, least

of al l that this temperature decreases with increasing pressure

(Ref. 10, p. -35). Neither this nor any 1 revious author had A

in fact concluded anything about the temperatures of the

Velocity maximum at high pressures. Indeed, :the velocity vs.

temperature curves at the, higher pressures are so flat that

the actual values of temperatures at which the sound velocity

is a maximum for any givien pressure beyond about 4000 kg/cm2

have still to be found with 'certainty.

S J
ik
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coefficient of velocity, which for water isi abnoraal (i.*.

positive) would become negative beyond any such a cross-

over point. We conclude on the basis of our recent data A

that by the criterion of the sign of the temperature co-

efficient of velocity water remains an abnormal liquid under.

pressure in, the range shown, although the value of ;v/;T

tends strongly to zero at the higher pressures.
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